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than the ordinary wooden box culverts and are very easily
constructed.

For defined water courses and streams, box culverts 
of suitable sizes are provided, and are constructed to the 
full width of the roadway.

Owing to the singular conditions affecting the drain
age of park roads, there is often considerable difficulty in
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The superelevation for any curve isfor at such points, 
obtained from the formula:

width of roadbed x degree of curvature
ioo

the result being taken in inches.
Drainage.—In order to ensure rapid drainage of the 

road surface the degree of crowning adopted is one inch 
per foot,—the total crown for any road being one-half its 
width in inches.

Ordinary surface drainage is carried across the road 
when necessary by means of 4-log drains placed in the 
subgrade. In wet ground where there is no defined water 
course, these drains are placed from 150 to 250 feet apart 
and give very satisfactory results. While their capacity 
is sufficient for such conditions, they cost 80 per cent, less
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finished roadbeds varying in width 
An additional width of from 4 to 10

will have to carry 
from 15 to 18 feet, 
feet is allowed at all sharp and dangerous turns. A super
elevation of the outer edge of the road is also provided

Blazed linestopography and what routes are available. dino-
are then run along the most promising rou es, __ t^e
meter being used to keep within grade iml b’ . a 
Scenic possibilities and objective points are '
comparison of the probable costs of cons ru 0jtJ* lines is" also made. If .he “£\
ta>ned is not sufficient to determine the be 
tough line of levels is run or a rapid prelimma y - 
made, and sufficient data collected for theJurP d when

On the line as finally located, curves . run
toe intersection angle exceeds seven degrees) numerical 
ln by the tangent off-set method.. When the numeric 
tom of the intersection angle and the pr^d degre,î 
Mature do not exceed 80 degrees, the 
WeVe is ,comPuted by the standard rai ;rrcular measure 
. ^ hen this sum is over 80, the formula
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